Abstract—Aiming at the limitation of existing Zero-Watermark algorithm in the copyright protection, a Chinese text Zero-Watermark scenario based on three-dimensional space model was proposed. In the scenario, the three-dimensional model was constructed by using the features of high frequency words, sentence length and its weights. Afterwards, the algorithm generates a watermark based on the text abstract-set which can be extracted later by comparing the distance of each sentence point with the centre of model. In case of any copyright conflict, the extraction algorithm extracts the abstract-set from the copyright disputes text again, and by calculating the semantic distance to define original copyright owner. Furthermore, the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed algorithm was proved with algorithm simulation. The simulation results also showed that the algorithm had good robustness, especially for syntactic transfer, synonyms replacement and shear attacks occurring randomly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the widespread use of Internet and other communication technologies in recent years, the network delivery of novels, journals and documents in digital way is more and more popular. In addition to getting the benefits of information exchange, the digital community is confronted with authentication, forgery, and copyright protection issues. Most of this kind information can be categorized or directly converted to text formatting. Causing them to be copied easily. Thus, how to protect the information effectively has attracted people's close attention, and text digital watermark technology are increasingly used to meet this challenge and identify the copyright.

Currently, research on the text digital watermark can be divided into two main categories. The traditional one belongs to embedded watermark in text image. Brassil, et al. first proposed a few text watermarking methods by changing the editorial format(shifting the words and sentences upwards and downwards) to embed watermark bits [1,2]. Later Maxemchuk and Low, et al [3,4,5] evaluated and analyzed the efficiency of above mentioned methods. Atallah and some others proposed syntactic watermark by using syntactic structure of text [6,7]. Another embed algorithm based on text meaning representation (TMR) string has also been proposed [8]. Although these treatments can protect the text, the watermark is embedded in the text will affect the value of original data. In this paper, we proposed the other algorithm called zero-watermark. A typical zero-watermark divided in two processes: embedding algorithm and extraction algorithm. Watermark embedding is done by original author and extraction done later by Certifying Authority (CA) to prove ownership. This scheme does not change the feature of text, but utilize the characters of original text to construct watermark so that the value of original one can be well protected.

The existing Chinese text zero-watermarking algorithm mainly based on key words and phrases extraction from the text to construct the watermark, such as Si Lei, et al [9] proposed a Chinese texts zero-watermarking algorithm based on key-words, and then Guo Tao, et al [10] using sentence’s entropy to construct Chinese texts zero-watermarking algorithm. But these algorithms are based on two-dimensional space model of words-level, and words and phrases are just the basic components of the text, although it better reflects the local characteristics of text, it ignores the complete
semantic and structural information, and it can not outstandingly express theme characteristic of the whole text content.

Based on the description of above, this article introduces three-dimensional space model to select the sentence-set that reflect the main feature of text, then calculate the similarity of the watermark by sematic distance, and on the basis of this, a text digital watermarking algorithm based on three-dimensional space model was proposed. The result of experiment shows that our scenario has greater ability of anti-attack and more robustness than other watermark scenarios.

This paper is organized as follows: The definition of the algorithm is given in section 2. Section 3 described the scheme design of watermark. The proposed embedding and extraction algorithm are illustrated in detail in section 4. Section 5 presents the experimental result on texts with random attacks. Performance of the proposed algorithm is analyzed with multiple attack volumes. The last section concludes the along with direction for future research.

II. DEFINITION

In order to construct and describe the watermarking scheme, we represent the T as the Chinese text to be protected and we will give some definitions and stipulations to illustrate the watermark scenario.

Definition 1 Word-set W, a set which comprises n words after trim punctuations, word segmentation and delete the stop-words and other useless information. 

\[ W_{i \leq i \leq n} \]

is the ith word of W. Wi.data, Wi.freg, Wi.length, Wi.count1, Wi.count2, Wi.count3, Wi.weight respectively mean the value of Wi. word-frequency, word length, a ratio of the times of this word appears in the title, in the first-sentences, at the end of the paragraphs and weights.

The weight of word Wi.weight, it reflects the important of word Wi in the text. Based on the idea of [11], we constructed formulas as described in (1).

\[
W_{i.weight} = a \times \frac{W_{i.freg}}{1 + W_{i.length}} + b \times \frac{W_{i.length}}{1 + W_{i.length}} + c \times \frac{10 \times (W_{i.count1} \times 5 + W_{i.count2} \times 3 + W_{i.count3} \times 2)}{n}
\] (1)

Among them, a, b and c are the proportionality factors, which used to indicated various factors in the proportion of weighted formula, and \(a+b+c=1\).

Definition 2 Sentence-set S, a set which comprises m sentences after trim punctuations, Sj(i \leq j \leq m) is the jth sentences of T. Sj.data, Sj.freg, Sj.length, Sj.num, Sj.weight, Sj.position respectively mean the value of Sj. the number of words, the number of high frequency words, weights, and importance of the position of the sentence, among them, the value of Sj.position is:

\[
S_{j.position} = 1 - \frac{j}{m} (1 \leq j \leq m)
\]

The weights of sentences Sj.position, it reflects Sj status of the entire text, which is the weight, location, length and other information of words contained in Sj.

The calculation formula as (2)

\[
S_{j.weight} = \alpha \frac{\sum_{i \in S_{j}} W_{i.weight}}{\max_{j \in S} \{ W_{i.weight} \}} + \beta \frac{S_{j.length}}{1+S_{j.length}} + \gamma \frac{S_{j.position}}{m}
\] (2)

Among them, \(\alpha, \beta, \gamma\) are the proportionality factors, which used to indicated various factors in the proportion of weighted formula, and \(a+b+c=1\).

Definition 3 \(\pi\) is threshold of high frequency words, namely the number of high frequency words selected from Text set.

Definition 4 Text focus \(O(k_1, k_2, k_3)\), is the centre of the text three-dimensional model. The calculation formula as (3)

\[
\begin{align*}
    k_1 &= \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} S_{i} \\
    k_2 &= \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} S_{i} \\
    k_3 &= \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} S_{i}
\end{align*}
\] (3)

Definition 5 \(\varepsilon\) is threshold of summary, namely the number of summary selected from Sentence-set.

Definition 6 Abstract-set Abs, is the set that containing \(\varepsilon\) summaries.

Definition 7 semantic distance distance(Si,Sj), show the sentence Si and Sj semantic distance, which is the calculation of two sentences on the content similarity, any two sentence Si and Sj semantic distance is defined as follows:

\[
distance(S_i, S_j) = 1 - \frac{\text{samewc}(S_i, S_j)}{\text{len}(S_i) + \text{len}(S_j)}
\] (4)

Among them, samewc(Si,Sj) is the same number of words in the two sentences. We count the less number when a word appear in Si is not the same as the number of Sj. Obviously, the sentence semantic distance between the range located in the interval [0,1], the greater the semantic distance, indicating that the difference in the content is larger.

Definition 8 \(\omega\) is threshold of text similarity, namely the similar degree of text based on the semantic distance.

III. CHINESE TEXT ZERO-WATERMARK SCHEME DESIGN

A. The Three-Dimensional Space Model of Text

Text is the orderly arrangement of sentences, and sentences are composed of words. The text were once described by words or phrases to describe, but its size is too small and text semantic expression is low. In this
paper, therefore, we use sentence-level description, which will make text semantic understanding more detailed and accurate, at the same time, can better grasp text important characteristics.

Using the length of sentence and whether it contains high frequency words of text as the two basic attributes of the text. On that basis, we can construct the three-dimensional space model \( S_j(X_j,Y_j,Z_j) \) of text \( T \). As shown in Fig 1, the value of \( Y \) axis follow: No high frequency words in \( S_j \), we take 0, while the number less than \( \pi \), take 1, otherwise take 2.

According to the figure 1, mapping all sentences of the text in this model can produce three-dimensional space model of entire text. After the structure, we can calculate the centre of this three-dimensional space model through the formula (3), which is the text focus, then calculate the distance of each sentence point \( S_j(X_j,Y_j,Z_j) \) to the centre of model, show as Disj . Finally, generate distance-set Dis and select first \( \varepsilon \) sentences as the summaries from this set.

2) detecting of zero-watermarking

Watermark detecting is to judge the watermark when copyright dispute appeared. Work of this part is similar to the constructing watermark, which also need to construct disputed-text’s watermark again, then calculate the similarity of disputed-text’s watermark and stored watermark by detecting algorithm in order to determine copyright ownership. The overview of watermark detecting is shown in Fig 3.

IV. ALGORITHM OF WATERMARK CONSTRUCTION

Based on the description of above and Fig 2, the construct algorithm of text zero-watermark can be designed as followings. The algorithm conducts on the word-set \( W \). The procedure of constructing watermark comprises three algorithms, including getting three-dimensional coordinates of sentences, extracting the summaries and generating watermark.

1) algorithm of getting three-dimensional coordinates of sentences
In the whole construction process of watermark, we can get three-dimensional coordinates of sentences according to the figure 1, the process can be divided into two phases:

1) Generating high-frequency words set;
2) Coordinate generation

Generating high-frequency words set is the most basic part of watermark construction, which is got by calculate the weights of each word in word-set. The algorithm Keyword-Select executes as following.

PROCEDURE Keyword-Select (W, π, a, b, c, KP)
Input: T: word-set W[1...m], threshold π, proportionality factors a, b, c;
Output: high-frequency words set KP[1...π]
BEGIN
FOR i←1 TO n DO
   W[i].weight←a*W[i].freq/(1+W[i].freq)+b*W[i].length+c*10*(W[i].count1*5+W[i].count2*3+W[i].count3*2)/n;
   Call Sort(W); //order W by W[i].weight descending
ENDFOR
KP[i]←W[i]
END

After the high-frequency words set KP was generated, we can construct three-dimensional space model of text, in this process, Let S[j].length, S[j].num represent the number of words in Sj and the number of high-frequency words The X, Y and Z axis which stored by record array TS[1...m]. The data item TS[j].X, TS[j].Y, TS[j].Z represent the X, Y and Z axis of sentences Sj respectively. The specific algorithm is shown as following:

PROCEDURE Coordinate-Create (S, W, π, a, b, c, α, β, γ)
Input: T: word-set W[1...n], threshold π, proportionality factors α, β, γ, high-frequency words set KP
Output: a array stored 3d coordinates of sentences TS[1...m]
BEGIN
FOR j←1 TO m DO
   [ i←1; S[j].length←0; S[j].num←0;
      WHILE (i≤n) DO
         [ IF (W[i].data∈S[j].data) THEN
            //Counting the number of words in Sj
            S[j].length←S[j].length+S[i].data;
            IF (W[i].data∈KP[i].data) THEN
               //Counting the high-frequency words in Sj
               S[j].num←S[j].num+S[i].data;
         ]
         i←i+1
      ]
   FOR j←1 TO m DO
      //generate X axis
      TS[j].X←S[j].length;
      //generate Y axis
      CASE
      S[j].num=0: TS[j].Y←0;
      S[j].num=π: TS[j].Y←2;
      ELSE TS[j].Y←1;
      END CASE
      //generate Z axis
      sum←0; max←0; i←1;
      WHILE (i≤n) and (W[i].data∈S[j].data) DO
         //calculate sum
         sum←sum+W[i].weight;
         IF (W[i].weight>max) THEN
            max←W[i].weight;
            i←i+1;
            S[j].position←2*i-1;
         ENDIF
         TS[j].Z←S[j].weight
      ENDWHILE
ENDFOR
END

2) algorithm of extracting summaries
After getting the three-dimensional coordinates of sentences, we calculate the centre of the three-dimensional space model, that is $O(k_x,k_y,k_z)$, then selecting the abstract-set Abs through calculating the distance between the each sentence point and $O(k_x,k_y,k_z)$, the process can be divided into two phases: Generating the distance-set Dis;Abstract-set Abs getting.

PROCEDURE abstract-create(S, TS[1...m], ε)
Input: a array stored 3d coordinates of sentences TS[1...m]
Output: the Abstract-set
BEGIN
   // calculate the text focus
   \( k_x ← \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} S_{ij} \); \\
   \( k_y ← \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} S_{ij} \); \\
   \( k_z ← \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} S_{ij} \);
   // generate distance-set Dis
   FOR i←1 TO n DO
      [ Dis-value ← \sqrt{(TS[i].X-k_x)^2+(TS[i].Y-k_y)^2+(TS[i].Z-k_z)^2};
       Dis-index ← i ;
   ]
   //order Dis by dis.value ascending
   Call sort(Dis)
   FOR i←1 TO ε DO
      Abs[i] ← S[Dis-index];
   END

3) algorithm of getting watermark
Based on the three-dimensional coordinates of sentences generation and abstract-set extraction, we can construct the complete watermark generating algorithm structuring. The basic function of the algorithm is: By
calling \texttt{Coordinate-Create} and \texttt{abstract-create} through the word-set \(W[1...n]\) and sentence-set \(S[1...m]\) generate the abstract-set \(Abs\), in order to improve the security of the watermark, \(TS[1...m]\) is encrypted with SHA-1 encryption as in paper [13]. Encrypted watermarking information stored in the one-dimensional array \(List[1...m]\), and the algorithm \texttt{Structuring} is shown as following:

**PROCEDURE \texttt{Structuring} \((S, W, List, Key)\)**

Input: sentence set \(S[1...m]\), word-set \(W[1...n]\), Key

Output: watermark \(List[1...m]\)

BEGIN

// generate high-frequency words set
\texttt{CALL \texttt{Keyword-Select} \((W, \pi, a, b, c)\);}
// generate 3d coordinates of sentences
\texttt{CALL Coordinate-Create \((S, W, \pi, a, b, c, a, \beta, \gamma)\);}
// generate abstract-set
\texttt{CALL abstract-create \((S, TS[1...m], \varepsilon)\);}
FOR \(j=1\) TO \(\varepsilon\) DO
// use SHA-1 encryption
\texttt{List[j] \leftarrow SHA-1(Abs[j], Key);} 
END

\textbf{B. Watermark Detection}

The watermark scenario is on the base of zero-watermark, so before detection for disputed-text \(T'\), we still need to construct the watermark \(Abs'\) again, and the procedure is similar to that of construction. The semantic distance of \(Abs'\) and archived \(Abs\) are calculated in order to determine copyright ownership.

1) calculate similarity

The main work of similarity calculation is to calculate the similarity of disputed-text and the original one, and estimate whether the two watermarks are same to each other, which use the formula (4), and the algorithm Calculate-Similarity is shown as following:

**PROCEDURE \texttt{Calculate-Similarity} \((Abs, Abs')\)**

Input: abstract-set \(Abs\), \(Abs'\)

Output: Similarity

BEGIN

Similarity \(\leftarrow 0\) ;

\texttt{FOR } i=1 \texttt{ TO } \varepsilon \texttt{ DO}

\texttt{[ len1 = len(Abs[i]); // get length of sentence}
\texttt{len2 = len(Abs'\(_i\));}
\texttt{samewc = 0;}
\texttt{IF len1 \geq len2 \texttt{ THEN}}
\texttt{FOR } j=1 \texttt{ TO } len2 \texttt{ DO}

\texttt{[ //if Abs',has word in Abs; samewc add 1}
\texttt{IF Abs'[\(_j\)]in Abs; \texttt{THEN}}
\texttt{samewc++;]}
\texttt{ELSE}
\texttt{FOR } j=1 \texttt{ TO } len1 \texttt{ DO}

\texttt{[ //if Abs,has word in Abs'; samewc add 1}
\texttt{IF Abs[\(_j\)]in Abs'; \texttt{THEN}}
\texttt{samewc++;]}
\texttt{distance \leftarrow [1 – samewc / (len1 + len2)];}
\texttt{Similarity \leftarrow Similarity + distance / \varepsilon ;]}
END

2) watermark detection algorithm

Based on the similarity calculations mentioned above, the main process of detection algorithm detecting is described below

**PROCEDURE \texttt{Detecting} \((S', W', List, \omega, Key)\)**

Input: disputed-text, \(S', W', List\), threshold \(\omega\), Key

Output: whether watermark can be detected

BEGIN

\texttt{IF \omega > \omega \texttt{ THEN}}
\texttt{Writeln(' watermark exits.\');}
\texttt{ELSE}
\texttt{Writeln('no watermark);} 
END

\textbf{V. EXPERIMENT AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS}

In order to verify the feasibility and availability of the proposed model, we conducted a simulation experiment. The experimental environment is listed as below: CPU: Intel Core2 Duo E4600/2.80GHz, RAM: 1.0GB, Windows XP; language Visual C++ 6.0. Subjects: a word document named "The life of blue sky". The total word is 1382. The process for segmenting the text uses the algorithm of [14]. Relevant parameters for experimental are as follows: threshold of keywords \(\pi\) is set to 3, the similarity threshold \(\omega\) set to 0.6. Based on the experiments in [11,12], we set proportionality factor \(a\) as 1.5, \(b\) as 1.0, \(c\) as 0.8; \(\alpha\) as 0.3, \(\beta\) as 0.3 and \(\gamma\) as 0.4. Firstly we discuss the threshold in this algorithm, then verify the robustness of watermark after implementing three most common attacks: syntactic transfer, synonym replacement, and modification, in order to test the performance of the algorithm.

\textbf{A. The Impact of Summary Extraction Threshold on Watermark}

The analysis about the watermark construction show that summary extraction threshold \(\varepsilon\) determine the robustness of watermark to a large extent. So, this experiment mainly analysis the influence of the threshold \(\varepsilon\) to the algorithm. The experiment use word document named "The life of blue sky". The total word is 1382.

After implementing three most common attacks: syntactic transfer, synonym replacement, and cut on the word document, the influence of the summary extraction threshold \(\varepsilon\) selecting to the watermark generation as shown in figure 4 shows. The horizontal axis of the figure
represents the drawing of $\varepsilon$, the vertical axis represents similarity of text, similarity threshold $\omega$ set to 0.6.

The three curves show that when text under the three attacks mentioned in the figure 4, the watermark detection level is rising with the increase of summary extraction threshold $\varepsilon$, when setting the summary extraction threshold $\varepsilon$ as 6, watermark detection can achieve the best degree, higher than our default text similarity threshold 0.6. The watermark detection level presents the downward trend after the threshold $\varepsilon$ increased further. So we set the topic paragraph to 6.

B. Syntactic Transfer Attack

Syntactic transfer is one of the most frequent text attacks, such as the conversion between the two sentences turns active into passive, bring words to the preposition and tenses changes. When text received such attack, the relationship between watermark existence and converted text is shown as Fig 4.

C. Anti-attack Test

When use synonyms to replace part of the text words, the experimental results are shown below, synonyms used in the experiment are generated by the natural language processing technology. The result of the experiment is shown as Fig 6.

D. Robust Test

Robustness is an important index of watermark, the strength of the robustness directly influence the performance and the application of the watermarking algorithm, we use the text modification as an example for robustness analysis.

1) Modification Attack

In this experiment, modification divided into two types: insertion and deletion, we used 3 samples of different size text from data set designed in [15] to perform our experiments, these samples have been collected from Center for Chinese Linguistics PKU. Insertion and deletion of data was performed at multiple randomly selected locations in text. Text category divided into 4 sizes: Small Size Text(SST), Medium Size Text(MST), Large Size Text(LST) and Very Large Size Text(VLST) respectively. Each sample was attacked with different insertion and deletion volume.

We evaluated the accuracy of extracted watermark with both localized and dispersed tampering attacks means 5%, 10%, 20% and 50% insertion attack, deletion attack and re-arranging of words on each of text samples. The average accuracy of extracted watermark under these tampering attacks is shown in table 1.
As is shown in table 1, we can see that the accuracy of extracted watermark is always greater than 70%, and Small Size Text (SST) has the best performance with small attack volumes. For MST, it can be observed that watermark sensitive toward insertion attack.

In case of LST sample, the accuracy of extracted watermark is maximum in deletion attack and minimum under re-arranging attack.

Similarly, it can be seen from the table 1 that the VLST is more resilient towards different towards 3 different attacks since the accuracy is always above 75%.

In general, from the table 1 we can clearly see that our algorithm make a good performance under these modification attack.

2) Comparative Test

In order to further proof the algorithm presented in this paper has the good robustness, we carried out the comparative trial with reference [10]. The experiment use word document named "The life of blue sky". The total word is 1382. Comparison diagram of the experimental results is shown in Fig 7.

It can be seen from Fig 7, robustness factor of watermark decreased with the text changes increasing. With different insertion, deletion and re-arranging of words attack volumes, this performance of algorithm in this paper is superior to the algorithm of [10]. Especially under re-arranging of words attack my algorithm has a significant advantage over the reference [10]. In practice, if a text has been modified more than 50% of the content, the text gradually lost its protective value. Therefore, the above two robust experiments show that this algorithm in robustness has certain advantages.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we design a text zero-watermark scenario by utilizing three-dimensional space model. Our algorithm combines general principles and methods of the traditional zero-watermark with the syntactic and semantic feature of text, and propose the usage of abstract-set in watermark.
construction. Finally, the experiment evaluate and analyze the performance of the proposed algorithms under three different attacks with increasing attack volume. In comparison with other existing algorithms, our method has the better robustness and anti-aggressiveness.

In the further work, we can improve the final similarity calculation algorithm to make it more effective and our result will be improved at the same time. Moreover, our next step is to search a better method of extracting the semantic feature of text, so as to produce a more reasonable and general method to construct the abstract-set.
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